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Abstract. We investigate sums of Euler type, in particular the summation, in closed form, of the
product of Harmonic numbers of order two and the square of reciprocal binomial coefficients.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There are various identities in the literature for harmonic number sums in higher
















; R.´/ > 1; denotes the familiar Riemann zeta function.










is the nth harmonic number and  denotes the Euler–Mascheroni constant. The
generalized nth harmonic number in power r , H .r/n , is defined for positive integers
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are the polygamma functions of order m which are defined by  .0/.´/  .´/ and
 .m/.´/ WD dm .´/=d´m; m 2 N and ´ ¤ 0; 1; 2; : : :. Here  .´/ is the psi, or
digamma, function, given as the logarithmic derivative of the well-known gamma
function   .´/, i.e.  .´/ WD d log  .´/=d´.  .˛;´/ denotes the Hurwitz zeta func-
tion. There also exists the relation, which will be useful in our later analysis, between
the polygamma functions and the generalized nth harmonic number




and the recurrence relations
 .m/ .´C1/D . 1/
mmŠ
´mC1 C 

















































A result that goes back to Euler [8] is listed in [3] or [9] and we shall refer to in the














































1; for p odd, q even
 1; for p even, q odd ; B D

1; for p odd, q even
0; for p even, q odd :
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Many finite versions of higher order harmonic number sum identities also exist in
the literature, for example, see [11], [12], and [13]. Other finite sum identities can
be seen in [18]. Further work in the summation of harmonic numbers and binomial
coefficients has also been done by Sofo [16]. The works of, [1], [2], [4], [6], [5], [7],
[10], [14], and [20] and references therein, also investigate various representations of
binomial sums and zeta functions in simpler form by the use of the Beta function and
other techniques. The following results will be useful for later analysis.





































































































































































































































































































2 .2/C  .4/D 7
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Some special cases are noted in the remark.
















D 3 .2/ .3/  9
2
 .5/ ;














































A related Lemma which will be useful later is the following.































































































































































































































































and the result (1.9) is attained. 
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Using the same ideas as the previous lemma together with (1.2), (1.4) and (1.5) we
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and the result (1.11) is attained after utilizing (1.2), (1.4) and (1.5). 






n.nC1/3 D  .3/ 
3 .4/
4






































We now prove the following three theorems.

































 Pr 1jD1Hjrj 2 C 2Hjj 3 C H .2/jj 2 
3777777775





























Where .˛/r is Pochhammer’s symbol given by


















































































































and using (1.6) and (1.7) we obtain the result. 










2 D  .3/  9452  .4/C1750 .2/  163704476912
Now we consider the following Theorem 1.






























.r 1/  2 .2/H .2/r 1
CPr 1jD1 2Hj.r 1/ j 2 C 2Hjj 3 C H .2/jj 2 
3777777777775






















































































Now from (2.4) and using Lemma 2































































and using (1.8) and (1.9) we obtain the result. 








2 D 26252  .4/  17937536  .2/C 14049872520736
The final theorem follows.









































































































































C .kŠ/2 H .2/n Br
.nC1/3.nCr/2
1CCA ;
and using (1.10) and (1.11) we obtain the result (2.7). 
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